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England. In consequence it speedily attained recognition as
" one of the greatest home trades in the commonwealth of
England " *.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries coal-mining Place of
ranked in general estimation next to the woollen industry :
important alike to the householders—and especially * the
poorer sort' whose ' only and most necessary ' fuel was
coal2, and for whom winter shortage meant ' insupportable
misery ' 3—as well as to the manufacturers in many indus-
tries 4. The ' grand commodity of the northern counties'5,
coal now furnished employment to large numbers of under-
ground workers and seamen. " They tell us ", wrote Defoe,
" thirty thousand people are always employed underground
hi digging coal at Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; a thousand sail
of ships or not many fewer are employed in carrying them ;
and ten thousand seamen, lightermen, keelmen and boatmen
in the loading, carrying and unloading the coals " 6. The
value of the coal produced at Newcastle was estimated in
1725 at £250,000 per annum 7.
" England's a perfect World ! has Indies too I
Correct your Maps : Newcastle is Peru " 8.
Newcastle, indeed, stood in a relation to London not unlike
that in which Egypt with her corn granaries stood to Im-
perial Rome *; and it was believed that those who gained
1 Hist. MSS. Comm. Leeds, 271. "Universally used", wrote Petty:
Economic Writings, ii. 394.
*	A Record of Some Worthie Proceedings in 1611 (published 1641), 41.
8 Ordinance for the Cutting and Selling of Wood (1643)—alluding to
sea-coal. Coal was spoken of as " fuel growing underground for the com-
modity of the poor" : Hisf. MSS. Comm. Various, ii. 194.
4	A petition against the price of coal was presented in 1739 on behalf
of brewers, brick-makers, calico-printers, distillers, dyers, founders, glass-
makers, lime-burners, smiths, soap-boilers and sugar-bakers, who were
described as " consumers of large quantities of coal " : House of Commons
Journals, xxiii. 263.    See infra, Appendix, p. 484, No. l
5	Newcastle Merchant Adventurers, i. 195 (1659).
•	Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (ed. 1727), ii. part ii. 134.
7	Hist. MSS. Comm. Portland, vi. 106.
8	News from Newcastle (1651).    See infra, Appendix, p. 484, No. 2.
9	At first London drew almost all its coal from Newcastle.    In 1609
the coast-wise shipments of Newcastle amounted to 214,305 tons, and those
of Sunderland and Blyth to 10,120 tons: Welford, History of Newcastle, iii.
186.    At the end of the century London drew two-thirds of its supply
from Newcastle and one-third from elsewhere: Report on the Coal Trade,
iii. 8, in Parliamentary Papers (1871), xviii.    In 1700 the amount of sea-coal
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